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ith medicine becoming more personalized,
mechanisms of action becoming more
sophisticated and value-based care becoming
increasingly common, the relationship between medical affairs
and the medical community is more important than ever.
Life sciences companies rely on their medical affairs teams
to communicate scientific information to physicians and
to develop strategic relationships with key opinion leaders
(KOLs). As access to sales representatives becomes more
limited, medical affairs faces even greater responsibility.
Medical affairs has grown in size and scope, remaining largely
independent of commercial activities. That’s why physicians
turn to medical affairs field teams for unbiased information
to help them make important treatment decisions.
Yet, even as responsibilities grow, there have been few
opportunities to effectively measure medical affairs’ impact.
Life sciences companies use a variety of metrics to measure
medical affairs’ success. As drug selection becomes more
important, and more value-driven, are they making the best
use of all the data at their disposal?
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Making More of
Medical Affairs

Medical affairs teams serve as a bridge, both internally and
externally. Internally, this department links research and
development and commercial divisions.

present real-world evidence when discussing therapeutic
efficacy with physicians.
Other responsibilities now handled by medical affairs include: 2

Externally, medical affairs connects physicians with the
objective scientific information they seek. According
to a Bain & Company report, physicians rank medical
education and published medical journals as their most
important sources of information, while reliance on sales
representatives has declined steadily over the past decade.1
The report also states nonsurgical physicians rank patient
outcomes, real-world evidence, and safety profiles as
the most important factors that influence care decisions.
Medical affairs teams that recognize this shift generate and

● Overseeing investigator-initiated research.
● Helping plan phase IV clinical trials; 				
e.g., real-world studies.
● Health economics and outcomes research (HEOR).
● Drafting review articles, scientific manuscripts, 		
and thought leadership.
● Management of CME activities.
● Liaise with patient associations.
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Evolving
Landscape
The marked expansion of medical affairs teams coincides
with the Affordable Care Act — specifically, its provision
called the Physician Payments Sunshine Act of 2009.
The Physician Payments Sunshine Act requires
pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturers to
disclose any payments or other “transfers of value” made
to physicians or their practices to the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS). The goal of the Sunshine Act
is to reduce the impact of marketing on physician treatment
decisions. It was designed to increase transparency, reduce
conflicts of interest and keep clinical research free from
undue influence.
At the same time, value-based programs have increasingly
been introduced to reward providers that improve quality of
outcomes while lowering cost.
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In a value-based system, payers want proof of value when
they decide whether to reimburse a new drug. They want
outcomes data, data around adherence, and proof that the
cost of that drug is reasonable and sustainable. In response,
pharmaceutical companies have had to rethink their
approach when bringing a drug to market.
Patients spend more time thinking about costs, as well. With
the rise of high-deductible health plans, patients are taking
a more active role in their care, including drug choices. Like
physicians, they demand credible, scientific information
about the treatments they may or may not receive.
The growing field of medical affairs today plays a crucial
role to provide unbiased information about science,
value, safety and efficacy.

The growing field
of medical affairs
today plays a
crucial role to
provide unbiased
information about
science, value,
safety and efficacy.
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You Can’t Manage
What You Can’t
Measure
Quantitative
Considering the demand for evidence-based information,
pharmaceutical companies recognize the benefits medical
affairs teams provide in helping educate clinicians about
therapeutic breakthroughs. Measuring the impact of that
expertise, however, is difficult when using current methods.
Generally, the industry uses a combination of qualitative,
quantitative and performance outcome metrics to measure
the impact of its medical affairs field teams. Examples include:

• Number of KOL interactions/day or month
• KOL reach
• Days in field
• Duration of KOL interaction
• Number of maintained KOL relationships
• Number of new KOL relationships
• Number of internal scientific presentations by MSLs
• Number of external scientific presentations by MSLs
• Number of scientific presentations by KOLs
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Qualitative
• Quality/depth of KOL interaction
• Unsolicited/solicited KOL feedback
• Internal cross-functional stakeholder feedback
• Internal management feedback
• Customers’ agreement with disease or		
product messages
• KOL insights gathered (disease, product,
competitors, medical strategy)
• KOL engagement in company programs

Performance Outcomes
(Combination of Quantitative/Qualitative)
• Thought leader identification
• Competitive intelligence
• Therapeutic landscape monitoring
• Clinical site investigator identification/evaluation
• Generate awareness of company new to
therapeutic area
• Scientific representation at conferences
• Assistance with clinical education, training 		
and advisory boards/number of advisory 		
boards conducted
• Support of IIT (Investigator-initiated Trial)
programs/number of IIT submitted
• Support patient registry

For example, a pharmaceutical company may use qualitative
and quantitative metrics, as well as internal tools, third-party
surveys and/or satisfaction scores, to assess the quality and
value of medical science liaisons (MSLs). The surveys and
rankings add context to quantitative metrics, such as number
of KOL interactions.
Anthony Mastrangelo, national director of Respiratory Field
Medical for Novartis, says his company evaluates number
of customer meetings as well as qualitative metrics. They
use a third party to query health care providers on two key
questions: Does the information the MSL provides help you
make an informed treatment decision? Has that information
made you change your treatment approach and/or algorithm?
These metrics all help pharmaceutical companies determine
MSLs’ impact on providers, from which they extrapolate
potential patient impact.
But if the end goal is to get the right therapies to the
right patients at the right time, is there additional data we
can measure?

• Number of publications accepted
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The Value of
Patient-Level Data

Patient-level data has the potential to provide deeper
insights than KOL interactions or surveys. With therapies
becoming more complex and targeted, understanding
the patient journey helps pharmaceutical companies
identify the physicians prescribing first-, second-, and
third-line treatments.
By understanding patients’ referral paths, field teams can
target not only the KOLs disseminating information, but the
doctors meeting with patients day in, day out.
“There are a lot of different types of providers who have
touchpoints with patients and need to be educated about
the disease that they’re treating,” says Pamela Morris, VP of
account strategy for Komodo Health. “There are so many
other touchpoints that patients have along their journey
aside from top-tier academics. That final touchpoint
where they’re getting a diagnosis might be at the academic
center, but what if you could make that diagnosis happen
much sooner?”
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“You want to target providers who are clinically active and
seeing the patients that you ultimately want to impact
positively,” adds Paul Zakas, senior customer success
manager, Komodo Health. “Medical affairs needs to act
strategically. Patient-level data helps assess and quantify
providers’ experience so they can deploy their resources
most effectively.”
One way to measure impact, particularly in the case of
diseases with unmet needs, is to follow patient diagnoses.
Does the information an MSL gives a provider facilitate a more
correct diagnosis or more accurate coding of the disease
diagnosis over time? If the answer is yes, everyone wins.
“That’s where the medical team can really prove their value
in that community,” says Zakas. “When you reach a provider
who treats a certain number of patients, that provider’s
baseline number of patients may not have changed,
but the health of those accurately diagnosed with
a certain disease based on that medical education
has improved. That’s when you know you’ve
provided value.”

“Medical affairs needs
to act strategically.
Patient-level data
helps assess and
quantify providers’
experience so they can
deploy their resources
most effectively.”
Paul Zakas, senior customer
success manager, Komodo Health
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Use Patient-Level
Data to Improve
Performance

Measuring and monitoring patient-level data lets users see
the clinical impact of medical affairs, not just its volume of
activity. Tracking the change in diagnosis and overall patient
health over time, medical affairs can start to connect how
their activities make a difference for patients.
With a baseline understanding, medical affairs teams
can try different approaches to improve and/or optimize
performance. A team might A/B test two different programs
and compare performance with the baseline.

Use Case: Using Patient Data to Improve
CAR T-cell Therapy Awareness and Referrals
CAR T-cell therapy involves a process of
using a patient’s own immune cells to treat
their cancer. In 2017, FDA approved two CAR
T-cell therapies: one for children with acute
lymphoblastic leukemia and another for adult
advanced lymphomas.
Although progress on this promising therapy
has increased, few medical centers offer
the procedure. Because it’s a relatively new
treatment, many physicians are unaware of
CAR T-cell therapy. In addition, side effects
(and cost) can be significant. Therefore, there
is a need to educate healthcare practitioners
on how to identify CAR T-cell therapy
candidates and to ensure quick referral.
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A Data-Driven Approach to CAR T-cell Engagement

Measuring Success

Using longitudinal, patient-centered data, MSL teams
have an opportunity for a much more granular
approach to engagement. With the latest technologies,
MSLs can identify patients that have been treated
with CAR T-cell therapy and the physicians that
administered the program.

A typical approach to measuring HCP engagement
around CAR T-cell therapy might include post-visit
MSL notes, clinician satisfaction scores, and tracking
the number of engagements that discussed CAR T-cell
therapy in a data management system.

Referral network patterns can help to understand
where CAR T-cell patients originate, since most
patients see multiple providers before arriving at a
center that provides CAR T-cell therapy. By charting the
path taken to administration of treatment, MSLs can
identify opportunities to improve efficiency.

But, detailed impact reporting would help medical
affairs teams go further, to understand the
effectiveness of their engagement strategies. Which
physicians are more likely to refer patients for CAR
T-cell therapy as a result of MSL visits? How long did
it take for patients to receive treatment? Where were
patients misdirected? What can MSLs do differently to
have the greatest impact on quality of care?

MSLs can use these insights to visit HCPs that see
the patient earlier in the journey and provide
targeted education. Ultimately, the goal is to get
patients on the right track sooner. So how will they
know if they succeeded?
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Conclusion

By using the qualitative
and quantitative
metrics they know well,
and combining those
metrics with granular
patient-level data,
medical affairs may play
an even greater role in
reducing disease burden.

Powerful data platforms that supply patient-level
intelligence are helping medical affairs teams increase their
value with both the life sciences companies that employ
them and the medical community that relies on their
expertise. By using the qualitative and quantitative metrics
they know well, and combining those metrics with granular
patient-level data, medical affairs may play an even greater
role in reducing disease burden, which will go a long way
toward lowering costs for payers, providers and patients, as
well as improving outcomes.
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Komodo Health believes that smarter, more innovative
use of data and analytics are essential for reducing
disease burden. We apply artificial intelligence and
other advanced data science techniques to our
first-of-its-kind Healthcare Map, which tracks the
unique patient journeys of over 320 million patients.
We empower a multitude of healthcare stakeholders
— life science companies, healthcare payers and
providers, patient advocacy groups, and others — to
create a more cost-effective, value-driven healthcare
system. For more information, visit komodohealth.com.
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